
December 2021 

Dear customer, 

We are writing today regarding the strike warning issued by the Finnish Paper Workers’ Union 
concerning all UPM paper mills in Finland earlier in December. 

We have continued with our attempts to negotiate a new Collective Labour Agreement (CLA). 

UPM’s businesses have communicated the terms of employment that will be applied when the 
current national level CLA will end – demonstrating that even these temporary terms and conditions 
would exceed those of the current, expiring CLA. Further, our President and CEO has visited all 
Finnish Paper Mills underlining the company’s readiness to negotiate and agree a new CLA, also 
underlining the intention to agree on fair and fit-for-purpose conditions to the benefit of employees. 

Unfortunately, the Union has not indicated their willingness to enter negotiations on a new CLA for 
UPM Communication Papers to date.  

We now have to prepare for the strike, starting from 1 January 2022. We initiated the shutdown of 
our paper mills in Finland to ensure safe conditions on site, today.  

Due to the strike, paper production at our Finnish mills will stop and paper deliveries from Finland 
will be impacted. This situation constitutes a force majeure event under our sales agreement with 
you. In a continuously tight market situation, we have only limited options to shift production to 
other assets outside of Finland. This may lead to the postponement of orders.  

Our teams in Operations, Supply and Sales are working hard to mitigate the impacts and to plan for 
contingencies and we aim to inform you timely and transparently in case your orders are affected by 
this situation. 

The strike is announced to last until 22 January 2022, unless an agreement for a new collective labor 
agreement will be reached before then. We assure you that we will continue with full focus to 
attempt to start negotiations with the Finnish Paper Workers’ Union and to try and establish a 
solution to end the strike as soon as possible.   

We are aware that these circumstances can lead to difficult situations also for your business. At the 
same time, we hope that you understand that this situation is caused by the continued rejection of 
our offer to negotiate by the Finnish Paper Workers’ Union – an attitude we are trying hard to 
change but which has so far proven to be beyond our control. 

Thank you for your continued loyalty and support. 

Sincerely, 

Ruud van den Berg Patrick Trottmann 

Senior Vice President Sales Area Sales Director Europe, Graphic Fine Papers 
UPM Communication Papers UPM Communication Papers 


